Observation of different charge transport regimes and large magnetoresistance in graphene oxide layers
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ABSTRACT

We report a systematic study on charge transport properties of thermally reduced graphene oxide (rGO) layers, from room temperature to 2 K and in presence of magnetic fields up to 7 T. The most conductive rGO sheets follow different transport regimes: at room temperature they show an Arrhenius-like behavior. At lower temperature they exhibit a thermally activated behavior with resistance $R$ following a $R = R_0 \exp(T_0/T)^p$ law with $p = 1/3$, consistently with 2D Mott Variable Range Hopping (VRH) transport mechanism. Below a given temperature $T_c$, we observe a crossover from VRH to another regime, probably due to a shortening of the characteristic lengths of the disordered 2D system. The temperature $T_c$ depends on the reduction grade of the rGO. Magnetoresistance $\Delta R/R$ of our rGO films shows as well a crossover between positive and negative and below liquid He temperature $\Delta R/R$ reaches values larger than $\sim$60%, surprisingly high for a – nominally – non magnetic material.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Graphene oxide (GO) has a history much older and complex than the one of graphene [1,2]: the first well-known study was published back in 1859 by Brodie [3], who was studying the structure and the molecular weight of graphite. A renewed interest around GO spread after 2004 as promising viable route to obtain large area, processable monoatomic sheets. Differently from pristine graphene, GO shall be obtained with sheets size tunable from >100 µm to <1 µm [4], can be functionalized with different molecular moieties [5] allowing to process it in water or organic solvents [6] and to deposit it on different substrates with a very high monolayer yield [7]. Alongside, the low cost of production, the high solubility and wide processability, the optical transparency, the tunability of electrical and optical properties of GO and the possibility of chemical functionalization, makes it suitable for many applications, such as production of paper-like material [8], conductive electrode for flexible electronics [7,9], energy storage [10–15], optical applications [16] and gas sensing [17–19] among others. Reduced graphene oxide (rGO) has high potential applications, in some fields even
better than graphene: rGO-based highly porous, conductive substrates for supercapacitors can reach surface areas >3100 m²/g and capacitance ~150 F/g; in batteries, it can act as a scaffold for lithium-storing materials [12]; in sensors, Nokia researchers have recently demonstrated GO-based humidity sensors with performance better than commercial state-of-the-art [18].

All these applications will rely on understanding and tuning the mechanisms of charge transport in rGO. However, the structure and electrical properties of rGO are much more difficult to model than the ones of graphene, due to the disordered structure of rGO, which is not uniform on the 1–10 nm scale, and depends strongly on the preparation and reduction processes used to produce rGO [20].

Generally speaking, GO can be seen as a graphene-like structure where different functional groups such as carboxyl, carbonyl, hydroxyl and epoxy decorate the surface, giving rise to a variable sp² and sp³ hybridized carbon ratio. Due to its nonstoichiometric atomic composition and to its amorphous nature, there are different structural model for the GO [21], which are still under debate. The prevailing one, the Lerf–Klinowski (LK) model [22], predicts GO to be composed by two different domains that are randomly distributed: intact graphene domains, with sp²-hybridized carbon atoms and oxidized domains, which are sp³-hybridized due to the presence of the aforementioned functional groups. These domains destroy the long-range conductivity interrupting the conjugation of the graphene-like domains, making GO an electrical insulator.

The reduction of GO, i.e. the removal of the oxygen-containing functional groups, partially restores the sp² conjugated network allowing the creation of percolating pathways between the intact graphene-like domains, and the material is transformed from an insulator into a graphene-like semimetal [23], although several defects remain anyhow in the final graphene lattice.

The reduction of GO can be achieved either via thermal annealing [24,25], chemical treatments [26] or electrochemical processes [13,27–30]. Chemical or electrochemical reduction are the most widely used because can be performed in liquids, producing large amount of rGO with cheap and easy techniques. The drawback is that harmful chemicals are frequently involved, moreover the effect of a specific reagent is selective, preventing the elimination of all the oxygen-containing functional groups. Thermal mediated reduction instead, is more effective and thanks to high temperatures can heal the structural defects through graphitization. On the other hand it has been proved that rapid increase of temperature provokes the release of CO and CO₂ gases at high pressure [21,23], which damages the structure and creates morphological defects. An interplay of these two processes occurs, limiting the final efficiency of thermal annealing.

All these methods lead to a final rGO with varying degrees of reduction in terms of electrical and morphological properties.

Usually the electric transport in reduced graphene oxide is described within a variable range hopping model. From the paper of Gomez-Navarro et al. [31] who first suggested Mott Variable Range Hopping (VRH) as the dominant charge transport mechanism down to around 80 K in individual chemically reduced GO flakes, a number of other groups reported similar results [32–35]. Deviations from Mott-VRH model are observed at high temperatures, ascribed to a crossover to an Arrhenius-like regime [33], while electric-field-driven tunneling has been proposed as the dominant mechanism at very low temperatures and high electric fields [32]. Wang et al. [36], found that transport is governed by two different Arrhenius equations in the high- and low-temperature regime, while Joung and Khondaker [37] proposed 2D Efros-Shklovskii VRH as dominant transport mechanism in their rGO films. All these studies were limited in temperature and in the level of GO reduction, thus a fragmented scenario appears from this literature.

Another interesting scientific challenge is to understand the magnetic properties of GO. Only few papers study the electrical transport of rGO under an applied magnetic field. Zhou et al. [38] reported a change from positive to negative magnetoresistance in pristine graphene where artificial disorder was introduced gradually. In very disordered samples they observe a significant non-saturating negative magnetoresistance up to several percents. Wang et al. [36] and Muchharla et al. [35] reported negative magnetoresistance of much lower intensities in chemically reduced graphene films.

Herein we present a systematic study of the electrical properties of thermally reduced GO films, which were prepared at several reduction levels in a controllable way, i.e. by changing the annealing temperature. It has been possible to achieve distinct resistive states of rGO, which allow us to control rGO electrical characteristics through a simple fabrication protocol. We also report the magnetic field dependence of the resistance, finding a non-saturating negative magnetoresistance exceeding 60% at 2 K.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Samples preparation and characterization

Graphene oxide was prepared by a modified Hummers method, following a procedure described in previous work [4]. Graphene oxide powders obtained in this way were dispersed in water by sonication and purified by dialysis. Larger aggregates were removed by centrifugation at 14,000 rpm before processing. The resulting lateral dimension of the sheets is of the order of 1–2 μm (see Supplementary contents) and for a more detailed analysis Ref. [39].

GO was deposited on a commercially available silicon wafer with nominally 300 nm of silicon dioxide insulating layer by spin coating. The film thickness is ~10 nm for all our devices. The wafer was plasma cleaned before the deposition using oxygen as gas, in order to clean the surface and make it hydrophilic. Typical lateral dimensions of our samples are 0.8 × 3 mm (for more details see Supplementary contents).
Reduction of GO was obtained by thermal annealing. The samples were treated in high vacuum (10⁻⁶ mbar) to avoid material losses. Heat treatments were carried out at 200 °C, 300 °C, 500 °C, 600 °C, 700 °C and 940 °C for 1 h (see Supplementary contents for more details). We denote samples annealed at these temperatures as sample A, B, C, D, E and F, respectively. After the heat treatment, samples were kept in vacuum out of the furnace while they cooled down naturally. Electrical contacts were provided after the annealing by thermal evaporation of two rectangular gold contacts of 100 nm thickness in a high vacuum chamber (10⁻⁶ mbar). In order to improve the adhesion between gold and silicon dioxide a thin layer of chrome (10 nm) was evaporated before gold in the same chamber.

To investigate the characteristics of the deposited GO films, we used both AFM imaging and micro Raman spectroscopy (632.81 nm excitation). The AFM analysis shows that the average roughness of the film is 2.7 nm in agreement with Ref. [40] (see Supplementary contents). The height profile across the film border shows a thickness of ~10 nm (Fig. 1a).

Micro-Raman measurements show the typical features of graphene oxide [41–43]: the G-peak at ~1580 cm⁻¹, usually assigned to in-phase vibration of the graphite lattice, and the D-peak at ~1350 cm⁻¹ which is assigned to local defects and disorder especially at the edges of graphene and graphite platelets (Fig. 1b).

2.2. Measurements details

Resistance measurements were carried out in a Quantum Design Physical Properties Measurements System (PPMS) by using an external Keithley 2636 Source-Meter. I–V characteristics were systematically measured to check the ohmic character of the signal. Then, current measurements were taken at a fixed reading voltage of 100 mV or 200 mV while sweeping the temperature (between 2 and 300 K) or the magnetic field (up to 7 T applied either perpendicular or parallel to the film surface in positive and negative orientations). The sample resistance was measured in two- or four-probe configuration without finding any substantial differences (see Supplementary contents).

3. Results

3.1. Control of room temperature resistivity

Before the reduction, the resistance of the samples is above the instrumentation limits, confirming the insulating nature of the pristine GO. After the annealing, the I–V characteristics become linear in the range of ±500 mV, indicating that ohmic conduction was activated for all the heat treatments we have done (see Supplementary contents). Even for heat treatment at temperature as low as 200 °C, the resistor acquired a certain electrical conductivity suggesting that reduction of GO is already activated at this temperature. From the linear I–V curves we extracted the room temperature (RT) resistivity \(\rho_{RT}\) which could be tuned by more than 2 orders of magnitude by changing the annealing temperature (Fig. 2). \(\rho_{RT}\) for sample A is \(\sim 0.037 \Omega \cdot m\) while for sample F is \(\sim 1.02 \times 10^{-4} \Omega \cdot m\).

The increase of the annealing temperature \(T_A\) results in a decrease of the room temperature resistivity of the samples, which reflects a higher level of reduction of our GO. \(\rho_{RT}\) drops very fast by increasing \(T_A\) up to 700 °C, then it saturates for higher \(T_A\). It is likely, that even though the graphene oxide is more reduced, and thus the sp² conjugated network is better restored, the transport is limited by the increase of topological defects and structural disorder introduced by the high temperature of the treatment.

This prevents GO to fully recover the electronic properties of pristine graphene [20,31,44]. Jung et al. [37] reported similar results of rGO resistance as a function of sp² carbon fraction.

After the annealing we performed micro-Raman spectroscopy to investigate the structural changes in the reduced graphene oxide films. The intensity of the D peak increases over the G peak as the reduction progresses with increasing annealing temperature, in agreement with previous reports [26,43,45–47] (see Supplementary contents). The \(I_D/I_G\) ratio is related to the sp² domain size through the empirical Tuinstra–Koenig relation [48], and thus the increase of the ratio can be explained as the creation of a high number of new graphitic domains smaller in size of the ones present in the GO before reduction. We point out, however, that \(I_D/I_G\) ratio measured before reduction presents an important

---

**Fig. 1** – (a) AFM image of 10 nm thick GO film deposited on Si/SiO₂ substrate and below AFM section profile along the white line revealing the film thickness. (b) Micro-Raman spectrum of GO film before the thermal annealing, recorded at \(\lambda_{exc} = 632.81\) nm. (A color version of this figure can be viewed online.)
In order to study the transport mechanisms in the rGO films, we measured the resistance (R) as a function of the temperature (T), from room temperature down to 2 K. The R(T) curve may increase up to 5 orders of magnitude upon cooling. Samples A, B, C and D become too resistive to be measured down to 2 K, so their R(T) curves span a smaller temperature range. We observe that the slope of resistivity increases faster by decreasing the degree of reduction of our GO.

For a generic thermally activated charge transport, R(T) can be expressed as:

$$R = R_0 \exp\left(\frac{T_0}{T}\right)^p$$

where $T_0$ is the characteristic temperature of the activation process. In the case of hopping mechanism, $p$ is the exponent which discriminates between different mechanisms and it is equal to $p = 1/(D + 1)$, with $D$ being the dimensionality of the system [51]. In particular, the exponent $p$ results to be equal to 1/3 for 2D Mott-VRH, 1/4 for 3D Mott-VRH, 1/2 for 2D Efros-Shklovskii VRH or 1 for thermally activated Arrhenius-like transport mechanism.

The behavior of the resistivity was analyzed by plotting the natural logarithm of $\rho$ as a function of the four different power laws accounting for different temperature dependencies. In Fig. 3 we show an example of the comparison between the different transport models for sample E.

As evident in Fig 2 we cannot find a single regime that extends in the whole temperature range we have studied, but this is not surprising, since disordered materials quite often exhibit more than one $\rho(T)$ law in such a broad T-range. Yet we can recognize that specific $\rho(T)$ dependencies appear systematically in all the reduced GO samples resistivity curves with a progressive extension of the interested temperature interval. In particular, taking into account all the different curves for all the samples (not shown), we find that the $R = R_0 \exp\left(\frac{T_0}{T}\right)^{1/3}$ law spans the largest temperature range in all our samples: down to around 50 K, we actually find that experimental data of all our samples fit well the with 2D Mott VRH model.

To show that the $R = R_0 \exp\left(\frac{T_0}{T}\right)^{1/3}$ is probably the most representative law for our set of data, we plot the resistivity in a semi-log plot as a function of $T^{-1/3}$ (Fig. 4a). Interestingly, the slopes of the linear fits scale with the degree of reduction of our GO. Within the framework of the Mott-VRH model, the characteristic temperature $T_0$ of the $R = R_0 \exp\left(\frac{T_0}{T}\right)^{1/3}$ equation is given by:

$$T_0 = \left(\frac{3}{k_B N(E_F)}\right)^{2/3}$$

where $N(E_F)$ is the DOS near the Fermi energy and $\xi$ is the localization length. The values of $T_0$ extracted from the fits scales down with increasing $T_A$ (Fig. 4b). Considering characteristic values of $N(E_F)$ ranging between 10$^{14}$ and 10$^{16}$ cm$^{-2}$ eV$^{-1}$ with increasing grade of reduction of the GO, we obtain localization length $\xi$ ranging between 1.2 nm and 4.1 nm, which are typical sizes of graphitic domains in rGO [20,24,37,52]. The $R_0$ values span from 3 $\times$ 10$^{-3}$ to 14 $\times$ 10$^{-3}$ $\Omega$ (see Table 1 and Supplementary contents).

While for samples A and B ($T_A$ = 200 and 300 °C, respectively) experimental data fit the $R = R_0 \exp\left(\frac{T_0}{T}\right)^{1/3}$ law in the whole temperature range (down to 22 K for sample B), for more reduced GO, we observe deviations that occur at a
crossover temperature \( T_c \) (marked by black arrows in Fig. 4a) which scales with the degree of reduction, going from 64 K for sample C (\( T_A = 500 \) °C) to 3.6 K for the sample F (\( T_A = 940 \) °C). The \( R = R_0 \exp(T_0/T)^{1/3} \) behavior reflects the 2D dimensionality of the structure of the sheets. It has been proposed \([24,52,53]\) that reduction of GO produces islands of intact graphene separated by clusters of point defects within a graphene flake. Hopping presumably occurs between the intact graphene regions by consecutive inelastic tunneling processes. The scaling of the slope of the \( R(T) \) curves with increasing annealing temperature, clearly indicates a gain in the electrical conductivity due to a decrease of defect density and restoration of \( \pi-\pi \) bonds. Below the temperature \( T_c \), a change of the electrical transport regime likely occurs. For

disordered systems it is in fact possible to see crossovers between different regimes by lowering the temperature, due to the fact that the system’s characteristic lengths change. However, from our data it is not possible to pinpoint the actual transport regime below \( T_c \); the investigated temperature range is indeed too short to allow a clear discrimination.

For samples E and F (\( T_A = 700 \) °C and 940 °C, respectively) we also observe a crossover (at \( T = 153 \) K and \( T = 103 \) K, respectively) to a different regime characterized by a \( R(T) \):

\[
R = R_0 \exp(E_g/k_B T)
\]

where \( E_g \) is the activation energy and \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant.

This is characteristic of an Arrhenius-like behavior \([33]\) where 3D thermally activated processes start to dominate the conduction. Data fitting with \( R = R_0 \exp(E_g/k_B T) \) law gives activation energies of 26.5 meV and 11.7 meV for sample E and F, respectively, which are in good agreement with previously reported values \([32,33,35]\).

The crossover from the 2D Mott-VRH to thermally activated regime is probably due to a increase of the characteristic lengths of the disordered 2D system and the beginning of a 3D conduction of charge carriers through the rGO film.

### 3.3. Magnetoresistance measurements

We have also studied the dependence of the resistance on an external magnetic field \( B \) applied perpendicular to the plane of the GO film. Samples A, B, and C turned out to be too resistive and the magnetoresistance \( \Delta R = [R(B) - R(B = 0)]/R(B = 0) \), if any, is found to be within the electrical noise; therefore, we report magnetoresistance data only for samples D, E and F (\( T_A = 600 \) °C, 700 °C and 940 °C, respectively).

For all of our samples we find a room temperature negative magnetoresistance (see Fig. 4a). However, while sample F shows negative magnetoresistance down to the lowest temperature, for sample D and sample E we observe a change to positive magnetoresistance at a temperature that is comparable to the one where a crossover in \( \rho(T) \) was observed (see Supplementary contents). Negative magnetoresistance in rGO samples have been also reported in Ref. \([35,36,54]\) while the change of sign is probably related to the crossover temperature \( T_c \).
between different regimes of charge transport as previously discussed.

The magnetoresistance intensity strongly depends on temperature. Fig. 6a shows the $\Delta R/R$ as a function of the applied magnetic field for sample F ($T_A = 940$ °C) at temperatures down to 2 K. The magnetoresistance of the rGO film does not show any saturation up to 7 T and the intensity reaches $\Delta R/R = -64\%$ at 2 K and 7 T in sample F, which is a surprisingly high value for a ~ nominally ~ non magnetic material.

Possible sources of the negative magnetoresistance are weak localization, dominance of (bi-)polaronic mechanism [55,56] and scattering from localized magnetic moments originated from vacancies and impurities [35]. The contribution of the negative magnetoresistance due to weak localization and (bi-)polaronic mechanism is expected to saturate at relative low magnetic fields (<1 T) and it should vanish for temperatures above 100 K [38].

This is not the case in our measurements, thus weak localization processes can be ruled out and contribution due to the scattering with the localized magnetic moments originated from disorder, defects and impurities should be considered as main source of high and negative magnetoresistance [35].

There is a lively literature about the influence of defects such as adatoms or vacancies on the magnetic properties of graphene-like materials. After this effect was predicted theoretically by several works [57–59], it has also experimentally been reported by a number of groups in different carbon systems [54,60–63]. As exposed above, rGO does not fully recover perfect graphene structure, but many defects remain in the final lattice after the reduction. These impurities/defects likely generate localized magnetic moments. Given the large number of these defects, it is therefore not surprising to observe the signal from magnetic impurities.

To clarify the origin of the magnetoresistance, we measured the dependence of the resistance on the magnetic field applied parallel to the rGO film plane. In Fig. 7 we present the $\Delta R/R$ for a sample G, $T_A = 900$ °C. The magnetoresistance measured at $T = 8$ K with the magnetic field B applied parallel to the GO film plane results to be of the same order of magnitude of the one measured with the field perpendicular to the sample plane. This lack of anisotropy excludes possible orbital origins, further corroborating our suspect on localized magnetic moments as source of the observed magnetoresistance.

Also, to exclude any contribution due to possible presence of Cr, which is used in the fabrication process of the electrical contacts, samples with Pd contacts were measured, finding similar results.

Very recently Qin and coworkers [54] showed non-saturating negative magnetoresistance in 1–10 layers of GO films reduced by annealing at 600 °C. They observed $\Delta R/R$ up to ~2.5% at 5 K and 1 T, claiming that the origin is due to spin dependent scattering of defects. This value is consistent with our results, but they also report minor hysteresis loops in their magnetoresistance measurements which we did not observe. Sometimes hysteresis loops depend on the sweeping rate of the field; our measurements are performed at 200 Oe/s but also control tests have been done using different speeds as 50 Oe/s and 100 Oe/s, not showing any hysteresis.

4. Conclusions

We presented a protocol to produce distinct resistive states of rGO films by controlling the annealing temperature. We characterized the electrical and magnetic transport properties of rGO films at intermediate reduction degrees and in a wide temperature range (2–300 K). The temperature...
dependence of the resistance fits $R = R_0 \exp\left(T_0/T\right)^{1/2}$ for T well below the liquid nitrogen temperature, consistently with 2D Mott-VRH. At lower temperatures, a crossover to another regime likely occurs. High magnetoresistance values are measured at low temperature. These results extend the temperature and magnetic field range of previous works and evidence the interplay of different mechanisms of charge transport in rGO thin films. To discriminate and assess the validity of one mechanism for charge transport it is essential to observe a given $R(T)$ law in a sufficiently extended temperature range (more than one decade), and the limited temperature range of previous studies could be the reason of the diverse transport mechanisms claimed by the different authors. We also believe that a systematic study on single flake rGO could also shed light on the role of the transition from 2D to 3D of the electrical conduction, which is a possible cause of the reported deviations from the 2D hopping conduction model.
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